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Already/Never: Jewish-Porcine Conversion in the 
Middle English Children of the Oven Miracle

Mo Pareles

In high medieval England and its closest neighbors, Jewish 
avoidance of pork stood, as David B. Goldstein and Claudine Fabre-
Vassas observe, for everything irreconcilable in Jewish-Christian 

difference.1 In showing contempt for their Christian neighbors’ tables, 
Jews—from the Christian point of view—ironically misunderstood their 
own purity laws and mistakenly represented themselves as purer than 
Christians. Moreover, they insulted and segregated themselves from the 
body of the Church, which renewed itself precisely through the fleshly com-
munion of Christians and which had, as Christians believed, replaced Jew-
ish laws as the source of holiness. It was, perhaps, difficult for Christians to 
account for the persistence of this infuriating practice, which kept Jews and 
Christians apart socially, materially differentiated their flesh, and provided 
a perennial insult to the Church.2 The Middle English apocryphal infancy 
poem (henceforth the Infancy) that appears in the late thirteenth-century 
Middle English collection Oxford, Bodleian MS Laud Misc. 108 as a preface 
to the hagiographies of the Early South English Legendary (ESEL) provides a 
disturbing etiology for this Jewish taboo.3

In one of several exploits in the Infancy chronicles, the child Jesus at-
tempts to find his former play companions among the Jewish children of 
Jericho. The parents of these children conceal them in ovens, lie to Jesus 
about their whereabouts, and speak maliciously about him to one another. 
Jesus, suspecting the truth, pursues the matter:

Ate giwes he axede skeot
Ȝwat were in þat ouene i put.
Þe giwes gounne to make sware
And seiden þat alle swyn it ware.
Jhesus to hem seide þo: 
And hit swin beon euere mo.
And ech of heom also swiþe
Swyn bi cam þat ilke siþe,
And ase swyn huy eten mete.
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Þus was Jhus on heom a wreke. //
 . . . Þ[o] Jhu crist was i gon, 
vndut was þe Ouene a non,
And þulke þat weren i pult þer in
Comen out for soþe swyn.
Alle huy heolden heom for dede
And i schende for heore mede;
And euereft sethþe for to þis
Þe Gyv for broþur heold i wis 
Euerech swyn in heore manere; 
Þis was a miracle clere; 
Ne neuer eft fram þat to þis
Gywes ne eten of swynes flechs,
Ne neuere huy nelleth rau ne i zode,
For heore lawe it haueth for bode. (1027–50)

(He asked the Jews at once what had been put in that oven. The Jews began to vow and say 
that it was all swine. Jesus then said to them: “And let them be swine ever more.” And each 
of them likewise became swine at that same time, and as swine they ate food. Thus was Jesus 
avenged on them.
 When Jesus Christ was gone, the oven was quickly opened, and those that had been put in 
there came out truly swine. Everyone considered them all dead and killed for their deserts. 
And ever after because of this, I believe, the Jews consider every pig a brother, according to 
their custom. This was an excellent miracle. Nor ever after, from that [time] to this, do Jews 
eat of swines’ flesh, nor will they ever, raw or cooked, for their law has forbidden it.) 4

As one of the early texts (fols. 11r–22r) of MS Laud Misc. 108, dated to ca. 
1280–1300, the Infancy introduces some of the themes that have recently 
drawn critical attention to the manuscript and its contents: most notably, 
childhood, temporality, and conversion.5 As Daniel T. Kline notes, the 
manuscript attempts to resolve the noncoincidence of temporale and sanc-
torale cycles by doubling the time of a saintly human life with the time of the 
Christian nation.6 Childhood and conversion are two of the key arenas, as 
Kline and Steven F. Kruger have respectively noted, in which this temporal 
doubling can occur. The Children of the Oven miracle, in which children 
undergo a permanent conversion to become pigs, foregrounds temporal 
incongruities. This essay takes up Kline’s observations on the doubled time 
of life and the nation in the ESEL infancy episodes and Kruger’s location, in 
the SEL life of St. Mary Magdalene, of a temporality of conversion he dubs 
the “already/not yet.”7 Intriguingly, Geraldine Heng applies Amitav Ghosh 
and Dipesh Chakrabarty’s term “not yet forever” to thirteenth-century Jews: 
in this “perpetual deferment,” Jews can convert but still wait indefinitely for 
full inclusion in the Christian community.8 Where, in Heng’s formulation, 
pre-Expulsion Jews thus faced a kind of sadistic optimism9 in the form of 
indefinite temporal deferral, the temporal mode appropriate to the idea of 
Jewish personhood in the Expulsion and post-Expulsion period is, I argue, 
preemptive foreclosure: they could never have been Christian. Indeed, fol-
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lowing a dominant contemporary logic of metamorphosis described by 
David I. Shyovitz, in which “[i]dentity is maintained in the midst of meta-
morphosis; what appears to be radical upheaval is in fact the coming to frui-
tion of an inborn characteristic,” their animal conversion indicates that they 
were never fully human.10 This essay argues that the effect of the Children 
of the Oven tale is to express a radical temporal abjection, a permanent ar-
rest of Jewish growth and potential, that answers the temporal, racial, and 
national requirements both of its text and of such a transitional—not to say 
genocidal—stage in national formation.11

Becoming Temporally Other

The English anti-Jewish cultural imagination did not need, and indeed os-
tentatiously thrived without, Jewish proximity, and the Infancy is in some 
ways only an early data point in increasingly risible writing about the Jews 
in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.12 Indeed, Jewish temporal dif-
ference proves a consistent theme in English medieval cultural history. As 
Kathleen Biddick, Miriamne A. Krummel, and Lisa Lampert-Weissig have 
observed, what Johannes Fabian calls “the denial of coevalness” to Judaism 
was foundational to the supersessionary logic of medieval Western Christi-
anity. 13 As early as Bede, the medieval English view of sacred time, as Kath-
leen Davis notes, “grounded Christian political order by attaching it, by 
way of the anno domini and the biblical supersession of the New Testament 
over the Old Testament (which is also to say Christian history over Jewish 
history), to a division in sacred time.”14 In this supersessionary regime, as 
Krummel and Anna Wilson both suggest in their discussions of Jewish time 
as later medieval Christendom’s “queer” time, Jewish temporal difference 
has sometimes stood in for temporal trouble as such.15 This is true not only 
because of the marked differences between Jewish and Christian temporal 
regimes, which include different perceptions of memory, eschatology, and 
sacred and secular history as well as different generational, annual, and 
daily ways of marking and being in time, but also because of the internal 
heterogeneity of those Jewish and Christian regimes.16

Although Jewish temporal difference has frequently played a salient role in 
the friction between Christian majorities and Jewish minorities,17 the career 
of the Children of the Oven miracle coincides with a particularly marked 
transition in the relationship of Jews to English time. Historians have dem-
onstrated the integration of twelfth- and thirteenth-century English Jews in 
the spaces and routines of secular urban life and the involvement of Jews and 
Christians in one another’s sacred observances;18 as Elisheva Baumgarten 
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has shown, high medieval Jews could not live urban lives independent of the 
Christian sacred calendar.19 In his influential work on thirteenth-century 
conversion, Robert C. Stacey describes the “quotidian” intimacy between 
Jews and their English Christian neighbors.20 The anti-Jewish legislation 
of the thirteenth-century sundered interfaith connections in the form of 
a thousand cuts; local expulsions removed Jewish residents from the lives 
of their towns and cities; and increasingly harsh regulations and financial 
penalties cut Jews out of the rhythms of interfaith social and mercantile life.21 

Meanwhile, as Lampert-Weissig demonstrates in her skillful analysis of 
the Wandering Jew as temporal trope, anti-Jewish cultural forms empha-
sized temporal otherness.22 As Wilson observes, Thomas of Monmouth’s 
foundational ritual murder narrative The Life and Miracles of William of 
Norwich (1174) takes the temporal disjunctions of the Easter-Passover 
season as catalyst and theme. Wilson argues that Passover, allegedly super-
seded by Easter, in fact continues to erupt into the Christian holy season as 
a reminder of the continued observance of a competing, noncoincident sa-
cred calendar on which the Christian calendar nonetheless partially relies.23 
As this reading suggests, Holy Week ritual murder narratives demonstrate 
the obscenity of superseded Jewish practices such as Passover observance 
when continued into the present, and point toward the conclusion that Ju-
daism, and thus Jews themselves, ought to belong wholly to the past. 

The Infancy poem is a product of the Expulsion period; at earliest, it 
is contemporary with Edward I’s Statute of the Jewry (1275), which pro-
claimed the end of integrated Jewish life in England, and at latest postdates 
the Edict of Expulsion (1290) by only a generation.24 By no means uniquely 
in its century, it bears the hallmarks of genocidal cultural production: 
scapegoating, dehumanization, and the discovery of eternal rather than his-
torically contingent enmity between the social body and the target group.25 
It also, as Heather Blurton observes of texts in the ESEL, casts a paranoid 
eye on the plausibility of Jewish conversion, which exempted some Jews 
from expulsion.26 Such cultural work places the Jewish community outside 
of ordinary national, narrative time, where its destruction does no violence 
to the fabric of the nation—is, indeed, a national desideratum.27 In sepa-
rating unconverted Jews from the nation, the Expulsion extinguished the 
troubling coevalness of Jewish and Christian life, relegating Jewish time to 
its proper place in the Christian nation’s history. MS Laud 108, a conspicu-
ously national anthology that A. S. G. Edwards calls “perhaps the earliest 
harbinger of what was to become the emergent vernacular literary culture”28 
of Middle English, emerges just at this moment. One element of this literary 
culture, after the expulsion, was continual recourse to what medievalists 
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have called “spectral Jews,” “virtual Jews,” “hermeneutical Jews,” and “paper 
Jews”: the superseded Jews of the Christian and national imaginary.29 The 
temporal conversion of the tale thus mirrors a temporal conversion in the 
contemporary nation, in which Jews go from inhabiting an ongoing histori-
cal present to embodying a perpetually available frozen past.

The Children of the Oven miracle elaborates a theory of Jewish differ-
ence that incorporates both general and historically specific repudiations 
of Jewish time. Christians divided sacred, universal time into eras based 
on revelations of divine law: a time before Jewish (Mosaic) law, the age of 
Jewish law before the coming of Christ, and the time after Christ’s advent, 
crucifixion, and resurrection, in which the New Dispensation swept away 
the Old Law. In the Infancy, however, which demonstrates that Christ cre-
ates an important Jewish law, there are Jews before Christ, but there may not 
be any Jewish history. Jewish law then turns out not to be of typological im-
portance but to be based on a natural and understandable Jewish revulsion 
toward Jews’ own resemblance to animals in the age of Christ. This logic 
performs a doubled act of temporal sidelining, for if Jews have no authentic 
history, this is even truer of animals. 

The Infancy reflects the growing fixation of thirteenth-century English 
culture with the Jewish threat to Christian children, which included the 
threat of becoming Jewish—or, indeed, of realizing the Jewish potential 
that, as Fabre-Vassas notes, “every Christian child” already has.30 Baby boys 
are not born Jewish men; the knife interpellates them. Nor are children 
born fully Christian; they must go through baptism. This mutability makes 
children particularly vulnerable to spiritual predation. As Fabre-Vassas 
and David Biale have demonstrated, the knife that circumcised was by 
the fifteenth century also (to the anti-Semitic mind) the knife of ritual 
slaughter, and it is a short step from imagining Jews circumcising Christian 
boys to imagining them murdering them.31 This is also, perhaps, a logical 
outgrowth of focusing on the Christ child and his sufferings to come, a 
devotional attitude sometimes called the Proleptic Passion:32 from meditat-
ing on Jewish cruelty to Christ imagined, through temporal slippage, as an 
infant, it is easy to generalize to Jewish enmity toward innocent Christian 
children. Hence the Children of the Oven’s gleeful pronunciation “Þus was 
Jhus on heom a wreke”; Christ’s vengeance upon the Jewish parents seems 
somewhat disproportionate to the crime of hiding children at playtime, but 
makes sense as a proleptic punishment for their murder of Christ or other 
bloodthirsty crimes against innocence.

By the thirteenth century, the lethal narrative that Miri Rubin refers to 
as “the dangerous juxtaposition of child/vulnerability/Christ” versus “Jew/
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abuse/father” had, as Heng notes, congealed “by communal consent for 
over a century” until it provided a cogent rationale for judicial killings, 
mob violence, and finally the expulsion.33 This intensification manifests in 
the evolution of the tale, which is traceable to an approximately eighth- to 
ninth-century Arabic Infancy Gospel episode about Jesus turning non-Jew-
ish boys temporarily into goat kids.34 The miracle apparently accrued its an-
ti-Semitic trappings in medieval French before attaining some popularity in 
England, not only in the Middle English Infancy but also in several Anglo-
Norman versions. The Old French Évangile de l’Enfance, Anglo-Norman 
Les enfaunces de Jesu Crist, and the ESEL Infancy are particularly close; the 
extant Anglo-Norman text, which Maureen Barry McCann Boulton dates 
to the late thirteenth century, is such a close translation of the thirteenth-
century Évangile that Boulton refers to it as “an Anglo-Norman redaction 
of the Évangile written in octosyllabic quatrains,” and the Infancy and the 
Enfaunces are so similar in arrangement and content as to suggest a shared 
Anglo-Norman parent.35 Yet only the Middle English adds the line about 
vengeance that takes the tale unmistakably from hateful humor to sadism.36 
Pickering’s surprising remark that the Holkham Bible version’s “conclusion 
(about pork-eating) is a mere ‘wise-crack’” is now indefensible.37 

The vertigo-inducing temporal logic of the Children of the Oven miracle 
thus appears within a multilingual and multimedia vernacular tradition, 
active on both sides of the Channel, dedicated to a far simpler historical 
sleight-of-hand: the conversion of deadly Christian violence against Jews 
into representations of Jewish violence against Christians, particularly 
children. 

Always-Already Christ’s Enemies

Although the miracle is etiological, providing a glimpse of Jews forming a 
crucial aspect of Jewish identity, there is no historical dimension to its ap-
proach. The Children of the Oven miracle bills itself as an origin story for 
the identity-defining law kashrus, but the Jews of this miracle are already 
Jews in name, association, and possession of the law. Indeed, they have al-
ready departed from the law, making way for Christians to replace them in 
God’s favor. Moreover, they are already Christ’s enemies. 

In fact, Jewish law, formally established well in advance of the dirty 
joke that gives rise to kashrus in the Infancy, is the main source of conflict 
between the Jews and the Holy Family, apart from the Christ child’s oc-
casional homicides. Jesus is circumcised in the temple “Ase þe lawe was in 
þat contre” (as was the law in that land; Infancy 20), and breaks the Sabbath 
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on several occasions, for which he earns substantial Jewish ire. As the local 
people complain to Joseph, “Ore lawes he al to rent / And bi sabat ore folk 
schent” (He has completely broken our laws, and killed our people on the 
Sabbath; 381–82). The doubled “ore” of this indirectly reported complaint 
both implicitly includes the Holy Family, who are meant to be subject to 
the law and who are members of the Jewish people, and implicitly excludes 
them: since there are no non-Jewish people in this episode, there should be 
no need to specify that the murdered are Jewish unless this either magnifies 
Jesus’s guilt (in which case the natural wording would be “his own people”) 
or differentiates them in some sense from the Holy Family (our people, not 
yours). 

Yet Jesus is, explicitly, master of the law: in an elaboration on the temple 
episode of Luke 2:41–47, he is meant to learn the law from Zachariah but 
ends up instructing the rabbis, who tell Joseph, “He hauez don us more lore 
/ þane euere us dude ani bi fore” (He has given us more instruction than 
anyone ever has before; 451–52). Rather than endearing him to the Jews, 
this is a source of further enmity; pairing this assertion with the complaint 
“A giv he haueth a slawe i wis / þat was i holde of gret pris” (I believe he has 
slain a Jew who was considered to be of great worth; 453–54), a rabbi urges 
Joseph to flee with his family, “For ȝif ȝe duellez here ouȝt longer, / He wole 
don us muche wrong” (for if you stay here any longer, / He will do much 
wrong against us; 457–58). In querulously classifying Jesus’s mastery of 
the law as a “wrong” against the Jews, in the same vein as the murder of a 
highly valued member of the community, the rabbi expresses the text’s own 
rather casual valuation of Jewish lives and deaths, subordinating them to 
the more important question of Jesus’s mischievous rebellion against Jewish 
authority.38 The rabbi’s prediction is accurate, in any case, since Jesus imme-
diately goes on to claim messianic authority based on his biblical mastery, 
thus undermining Jewish claims to understand the message of their own 
scriptures, and follows these revelations by killing several Jewish children 
in reckless play. 

By the time of the miracle, the Jews are already persecuting Jesus for the 
apparently trivial reason that he keeps causing the deaths of Jewish chil-
dren. They are so angry about this that “swete Jesus” (sweet Jesus; 412), to 
the relief of Joseph, rectifies some of these killings. Although the poem nar-
rates Jesus’s culpability for these deaths with great clarity, it also continually 
emphasizes the Jews’ irrational anger and Jesus’s blessedness. The mismatch 
in the descriptions of acts and actors, delivered in verse, can strike the 
twenty-first-century reader as comically ironic—the Holy Family is unself-
consciously indifferent to Jewish suffering but finds the threat of the mob 
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onerous, such that after the child Jesus lethally curses a Jewish man and 
then resurrects him: “Josep was glad in þis cas / þat þis giv a liue was, / For 
he was i þretned ofte / Of þat folk þat luyte of him rouȝhte. / So was marie 
þat Maide mild / And Jhc hire swete child” (Joseph was happy under the 
circumstance that this Jew was alive, since he had often been threatened by 
that people who thought little of him. So were Mary, that gentle virgin, and 
Jesus, her sweet child; 473–78). Even the most prosodic translation reveals a 
mildly obscene gap between this sweet family’s self-conscious mercifulness 
and the mayhem they have guilelessly wreaked in the community. However, 
the comedic elements, such as they are, are in fact directed at the Jews who 
undergo slapstick deaths that allow Jesus to grant undeserved mercy. 

The Jews of the Infancy have already departed from holiness; not only 
do they hate and persecute Christ (“euerechone þulke giwes / Hateden 
muche swete Jesus” [every one of those Jews hated sweet Jesus very much; 
411–12]), but they also worship idols, which the text conflates with Islamic 
practice.39 On one occasion, Jesus “ȝeode . . . into one temple of giwes and 
for dude heore Maumates, and alle huy fullen bi heom sulf, and þe feondes 
þat with inne heom weren wenden out, ȝwuche heroudes þe king hon-
ourede with þe giwes” (went . . . into one temple of Jews and destroyed their 
idols [Mohammeds], and felled them all by himself, and the devils that 
were in them, that Herod the king had honoured with the Jews, went out; 
rubric above line 209). These Jews are pagans and devil-worshippers; they 
are proleptic Muslims; and although elsewhere the narrative acknowledges 
the existence of the Temple, the Jews apparently have multiple houses of 
worship. This site of multiple heresies, the “synagogerie” (253), although in 
the mold of a feverishly imagined pagan temple, is a diasporic synagogue 
avant la lettre. 

Never Christian, Never Human

Are Jews closer to pigs or to Christians? Peter the Venerable (d. 1156) seems 
to answer this question in his twelfth-century polemic Adversus Iudeorum 
inveteratam duritiem (Against the Inveterate Obduracy of the Jews), observ-
ing, “Surely I do not know whether a Jew . . . is a human. I do not know, I say, 
whether one is human from whose flesh a heart of stone has not yet been 
removed, to whom a heart of flesh has not yet been granted, within whom 
the divine sprit has not yet been placed, without which a Jew can never be 
converted to Christ.”40 In this formulation, conversion is an index of full 
humanity. Jeremy Cohen notes that, although Peter hews to the conven-
tional Augustinian dogma against anti-Jewish violence, he argues elsewhere 
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in this work for Jewish conversion, and “could not possibly have foreseen 
[the] ensuing historical career” of the porcine Jew he rhetorically proposes, 
his polemic nonetheless represents an ominous turning point in medieval 
anti-Jewish rhetoric.41 Peter’s creation of the inhuman, bestial Jew who re-
fuses Christ rests upon the unstated proposals that animals cannot possess 
the divine spirit, that whatever likeness Jews share with animals Christians 
do not, and that Jews who are “not yet” (nondum) converted/human “can 
never be” (nunquam potest). However much this assertion contradicts other 
parts of Peter’s thought, it also lucidly tracks the temporal and ontological 
logic of the Infancy miracle. When the tale literalizes Peter’s suspicions 
about Jews (they are really pigs—or at least their children are), it also revises 
the apparent “not yet” of their Jewish unbelief in Christ—which otherwise 
might appear as the precondition to conversion—into the “never” of animal 
incapacity. 

The miracle also exploits a potential loophole in Thomistic conver-
sion theology. Mary Dzon speculates that Middle English infancy poems 
demonstrate Thomas Aquinas’s influence, despite and partially in response 
to Aquinas’s repudiation, following John Chrysostom, of Christ’s infancy 
miracles.42 The Children of the Oven miracle seems to respond to some of 
Aquinas’s general theological concerns. In particular, Aquinas mounted an 
influential argument against forcible conversion of Jews, including Jewish 
infants. These children were, he explained, by natural law subject to the 
will of their parents. Therefore, for the same reason that conversion against 
one’s will could not be valid—conversion was itself a matter of will—chil-
dren could not be converted against their parents’ will.43 Recalling Barbara 
Newman’s caution that sacred satire can be “an agent of hatred rather than 
light,”44 the Infancy makes a dark comedy of demonstrating a potential ex-
ception, for Christ, in changing these children to pigs, is taking the Jewish 
parents at their words, literalizing the unwitting conversion of their infants 
through deceit. This is not a redemptive conversion, however; reflective of 
its genocidal moment, it is an erasure. 

In identifying Jews with animals, the miracle partakes in the long patris-
tic and medieval tradition of deploying Jewish ideas of uncleanness against 
the Jews. In the twelfth century, monastic writers including Guibert of 
Nogent (d. 1124/25) and Peter the Venerable accused both Jews and Mus-
lims of the practices that they most abominate. In particular, they accused 
Jews of intimate association with blood, unruly/unnatural sexuality, bodily 
excretions, and unclean animals, including pigs and dogs. They followed 
in the footsteps of patristic authors such as John Chrysostom, the fourth-
century saint whose question about the Jews (“Did you see how those who 
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were formerly children became dogs? Do you want to find out how we, who 
were formerly dogs, became children?”) the Children of the Oven episode 
seems obliquely to answer.45 The popular central European image of the 
Judensau, a pig suckled by and in some cases sexually intimate with Jews, 
crystallizes the connection by communicating, as Isaiah Schachar observes, 
that Jews “are the sow’s offspring and turn to their mother for their proper 
nourishment.”46 As Kathryn A. Smith notes, fourteenth-century images of 
the Children in the Oven such as those that appeared between about 1315 
and 1350 in the Anglo-Norman Holkham Bible Picture-Book (British Mu-
seum, MS Add. 47682), on the Tring Tiles, in the Neville of Hornby Hours 
(British Library, MS Egerton 2781), and in the Anglo-Norman Enfaunces 
(Oxford, Bodleian, MS Selden Supra 38), “are the English equivalent of 
the Judensau.”47 Although these comparatively rather tame images of pigs 
emerging from Jewish ovens lack the obscene sexual and excretory details 
through which the Judensau links Jew and pig, they make the same visceral 
link between Jewish and porcine bodies. 

In a process chronicled in various contexts by Kenneth R. Stow, Fabre-
Vassas, and others, a racial majority disclaims its proximity to or intimacy 
with a particular nonhuman animal while displacing that intimacy onto a 
racial other; in so doing, it neatly distances itself from that other human 
group and, according to the logic of dehumanization, by which violence 
against an animal is of lesser or no consequence, partially excuses, masks, 
or absolves itself of its racial crimes.48 The usefulness of reducing Jews to 
unclean animals is twofold, in that it both provides a defense against Jewish 
views of Christian uncleanness, asserting instead the uncleanness of Jews, 
and gives Jews a place in the taxonomy of creation below Christians.49

Although the pig-children survive the oven and are even able to eat food 
in their porcine form, their Jewish parents “heolden heom for dede”: con-
sider their children dead. This is not, perhaps, very far removed from the 
way many Jews and Christians treated people who had converted spiritu-
ally. In the Jewish tradition, as Joshua Levinson notes, it can be argued that 
conversion severs kinship; the Talmud suggests that it alters the flesh so 
decisively that siblings conceived before and after their mother’s conversion 
are not, in fact, siblings under the law.50 In another context, then, it would 
not be a stretch to read this conversion allegorically—Jewish children con-
verted to Christianity might as well be animals, they might as well be dead. 
But thirteenth-century English Jews, at least, do not seem to have viewed 
conversion with this level of finality, and that is not the meaning of this 
miracle.51 Instead of severing a relationship through conversion, the miracle 
finds its purpose in saddling the Jews with perpetual kinship to pigs. 
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It is more likely that these parents consider their children dead because, 
as true pigs, they have become spiritually mortal. Effective deontic curses, 
as Leslie Arnovick observes, normally include either a temporal element or 
a means of undoing the curse. This curse is eternal; its temporal element, 
“euere mo,” must pertain to the immortal soul or to endless generations.52 
Yet this aspect of the curse seems impossible: “And hit swin beon euere mo” 
invokes an eternity in which pigs can have no part, properly speaking, ei-
ther in this life or the next. No pig is immortal, and sharing in eternal life, in 
addition to the capacity for reason, separates humans from lower creatures 
in medieval Christianity.53 Similarly, according to the narrative, Jews will 
never eat pork—they will never convert, never turn Christian—although 
perfectly possible in the most literal sense, this is another deviation from 
the usual understanding of Christian time, which is said to end with the 
conversion of at least some of the Jews. Nonetheless, this story envisions 
a cursed time for Jews that extends past the end of time, an eternity that 
outlasts the usual definition of forever.54 This is the dark inverse of the “yet 
and yet and yet” Kruger identifies in the SEL Magdalene, a time of continu-
ally deferred potentiality: it is the time of the never and never and never, 
spiritual mortality without end.55 

Already-Never Converted

The Infancy’s conversion of children to pigs, which reveals Jewish law as a 
proleptic confession of Jewish animality and violence against children,56 
thus produces a radical temporal abjection that absorbs the anxieties about 
Christian childhood displaced elsewhere in the Infancy and in the ESEL and 
justifies the removal of all Jews to a new temporal category. This is the time 
of the “already/never.” In the “already/never,” the companion phrase I pro-
pose to Kruger’s useful “already/not yet,” conversion is foreclosed through 
temporal abjection. The metamorphosis that manifests this foreclosure—in 
this case the metamorphosis from human child to pig—reveals that there 
was already something insensible to conversion, something temporally ab-
ject, latent in the never-to-be-Christian. 

This latent content is what we might call the antifuturity of Judaism—not 
simply its rootedness in the past, but its ability to stand within anti-Jewish 
discourse as complete antagonist to Christian temporal and life-cycle 
progress. For, as Kline observes, the ESEL manifests a particular interest in 
the dangerous lives of children.57 Its numerous infant miracles include not 
only a troop of child saints, including Kenelm, martyred as a child, and a 
number who seem to be considerably more virtuous than Christ, such as 
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St. Nicholas, who “ȝwane oþur children rageden faste: to churche he wolde 
go; / he nolde speke non ydel word: ase swuche children doth” (when other 
children played rambunctiously, he would go to church; he spoke no idle 
word, as such children do; ESEL 240, lines 10–11), but also a number of 
children miraculously revived and transformed. Among these are the resur-
rected child of the Life of St. Nicholas (ESEL 254–55), the quickly growing 
child of the Life of St. Christopher (ESEL 273–74), the boy who survives for 
a year underwater due to the power of St. Clement (ESEL 338–39), the chil-
dren of Eustace who survive abduction by beasts (ESEL 395–400, hereafter 
cited by line), and the child who appears to St. Edmund and writes his own 
divine name on his body (ESEL 433). Several of these children, such as the 
last mentioned, point back to the Infancy by revealing themselves to be the 
Christ child in disguise.

In ESEL, childhood miracles expose the intense grief of losing children, 
only to assuage it. St. Eustace, when his two sons “þat al myn herten were” 
(who were my entire heart; 103) are carried off by beasts, “wep and his hon-
des wrong: & tar him be þe here; / him-sulf he wolde habbe a-dreint . . . / he 
þolede, him þoȝte, sorue y-nou: noman ne miȝte more” (wept and wrung his 
hands, and tore himself by the hair. He would have drowned himself . . . he 
suffered, it seemed to him, great grief; no one might suffer more; 93–96). He 
mourns at length, noting that his sorrows exceed those of Job. Similarly, St. 
Clement’s father, thinking his wife and three sons have died, grieves, “Worse 
ȝwate nadde neuere man / . . . And ich am, þare no man me ne knoweth: mid 
miseise ouer-come / . . . Seggez ov-sulf ȝif ȝe euere I-heorden: Ani so deolful 
cas!” (No man ever had worse luck . . . And I am where no one knows me, 
overcome with anguish . . . Ask yourselves if you have ever heard such a sad 
case; ESEL 331, lines 270–73). All of these battered children are miracu-
lously recovered to their fathers. Yet in these outpourings of grief, realistic in 
emotional intensity if highly stylized and citational in their details (in each 
case evoking Job’s lament), it is possible to realize what is missing from the 
Jewish parents’ reactions to their children’s deaths: sadness. 

For in the Infancy, while the anger of the Jewish mobs at the Christ-child’s 
episodic killings of his Jewish companions is also emotionally realistic (is 
this not, actually, the transposed anger of Christian mobs against the sup-
posed Jewish killers of their children?), there is nothing that marks it out 
from the many other moments of Jewish anger toward the Holy Family. The 
Jews who “makez gret plainte of Jhu for he hadde a child a slawe” (made 
a loud fuss against Jesus because he had slain a child; rubric above 423), 
“seiden man dude hem gret schonde” (said they had been done serious 
injury; 426)—a characteristically legalistic response, quickly echoed in the 
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conditional tense by a rabbi who warns that if Jesus does not leave town, 
“He wole don us muche wrong” (He intends to do us much wrong; 458). It 
is the same anger Jesus provokes by arrogance toward his teachers and by 
breaking the Sabbath. For instance, when Jesus stands by while one of the 
Jewish children he has led into mischief kills another, the formulation “Jhus 
crist no word ne sede, / Ake stille he stod and saiȝh heore dede. / þis was in a 
satur day. / þat þe giv þis ded lay, / þar of a ros ful gret cri” (Jesus Christ said 
not a word, but he stood still and saw their deed. This was on a Saturday. Be-
cause the Jew lay thus dead, a very great outcry arose; 897–901), where the 
temporal reference intercedes between Jesus and the Jews, the Jewish outcry 
appears prompted as much by the day of the tragedy as by Jesus’s inaction, 
while the Jewish clamor, seen only from Christ’s perspective, contrasts with 
his silence. The Jews’ ostentatious outrage that Jesus has killed on the Sab-
bath demonstrates, as it is meant to, that the Jews value their laws as highly 
as the lives of their brethren. It is in Joseph that emotional pain becomes 
legible in these episodes; he is “in gret mourning / For þe giwene þretning” 
(in great distress about the Jews’ threats; 337–38). 

These are law-bound Jews seeking to punish the Christ-child’s offenses 
against the status quo, and then adjusting their law to account for their 
newfound kinship with pigs. They are not heartbroken parents, for Jew-
ish children’s lives are not, in the boundaries of this text, truly grievable. 
Neither the Christ-child nor Joseph appears able to feel empathy for them 
or for those who mourn them (Joseph’s grief is for the fate of his own fam-
ily); it is Mary who feels pity, begging, “Mi leue sone, ich bidde þe / þat þou 
haue of heom pite / þat ȝeonde liggethþ dede þere; / For mi loue þou heom 
a rere!” (My dear son, I ask that you have pity on those who lie dead there, 
and for my love raise them; 595–98), and while the pity motive does not in-
terest Christ, filial love does: “Jhc louede is Moder deore / And wel i heorde 
his moder preiere” (Jesus Christ loved his dear mother, and listened well 
to his mother’s prayer; 599–600). Here as elsewhere, the love bonds of the 
Holy Family stand out against the affectively arid background of Jewish life 
and death.58 Unconverted Jewish affect, insofar as it exists, revolves around 
the Holy Family; the only Jew who is said to feel love is the child who loves 
Jesus so much that his father beats him with a rod and imprisons him in a 
tower without food. Here, love is an alienating and disruptive force in nor-
mal Jewish relations; the word is possible in a Jewish mouth only in abusive 
speech: “þou schalt for loue of Jesu / In a tour beo put” (You shall be put in 
a tower on account of [your] love for Jesus; 696–97). Even wild beasts are 
capable of tender physical care for their babies, as we know from the ESEL 
St. Edmund, where a wolf carries, licks, and kisses the saint’s head “riȝt as 
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he wolde is owene ȝwelp” (just as he would with his own cub; 299). If Jewish 
parents other than Mary and Joseph are capable of a level of care beyond the 
bestial, we do not hear of it. If Jewish children’s lives are worthy of care, that 
care can come only through a humanizing love of Christ. 

In its treatment of Jewish children, the Infancy pursues a strategy, de-
scribed most memorably by Judith Butler, of repositioning the killing of 
children as less than murder, their deaths as less than grievable, by portray-
ing the victims as not actually human children. Butler describes the case 
of Palestinian children killed because they were allegedly being used as 
“human shields” for combatants. In this case, the children were no longer 
human because they “were already transformed into military instruments”: 
“those children are not really children . . . they have already been turned to 
metal.”59 Thus, in the Infancy, the Jewish children become true animals and 
not properly grievable, and it is also established that the parents of these 
children are in any case not really capable of grieving them—that all forms 
of affect regarding children must be rerouted through the Holy Family. Cer-
tainly, this story, and other anti-Jewish stories that cluster around this one, 
such as the “Jewish boy” tale, demonstrate that Jews are already the physical 
and spiritual murderers of their own children;60 not merely careless of their 
eternal life, these parents are motivated enough to torture and even kill Jew-
ish children who take Communion or love Christ. It is unclear, then, that 
the Jewish children and their parents have ever been true human families, 
or that killing them is really murder. 

The purpose of discovering Jewish bestiality is to locate violence against 
Christian children in Jews. Yet the Infancy provides a genealogy of reli-
gious violence against Christians that accords much more with Jewish 
experiences of religiously motivated violence in high medieval England: a 
perceived Jewish threat/insult to the body of Christ, or the Christian body 
politic, calls forth a real slaughter of Jewish adults and children, as it did 
in the pogroms of 1189–1190.61 In art as in life, an asymmetrical power 
relationship between Christ (Christians) and Jews in the values of the text 
allows casual violence, even murder, against the Jewish people to appear as 
wholesome recreation rather than crime.62 The “already/never” of porcine 
Jewishness, the permanent and preordained arrest of growth and spiritual 
potential that the text associates with Jewish and penitential conversion to 
Christianity, militates against redemptive hope for Jews. Simultaneously, 
the Infancy miracle posits a genealogy for religious violence against chil-
dren not in Jewish predation towards Christian infants, but in Christ’s own 
playful, childish violence, which converts Jewish children into something 
good for Christians to eat. 
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The conversion marked in this miracle, which will be celebrated in the 
sacred image-making of the following century, turns English Jews from 
an integrated people with a history into, as Sophia Menache notes, a pure 
resource for the national imaginary.63 The anti-futurity of Judaism—its op-
position to childhood, its resistance to conversion, its incommensurability 
with national, human, and salvation history—is also a rich potentiality, an 
inexhaustible national resource for the perennial reinvention of the past. 
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